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MIDG;l!tr RADIO RECEIVERS 

The midget radio set, so-"...alled on account of its sDRll size, represents 

an individual style of design and construction. Mid.get radio sets operate on 

the same radio circuit principles as the larger sets do, but are of very 

compact construction and are housed in relatively small cabinets that require 

a rather condensed arrangement of cha.ss19 and speaker. 

Al though the early midget sets were not very efficient in performance and 

lacked mu.ch that could be desired in tone quality, really remarkable results 

are being accomplished by tile designers in nne modern midget set a. Sens! ti Ti ties 

nearly as high as those of tl1e larger sets are produced, and the tuning per 

formance also compares favorably. Of course, the elevation of the midget set 

to this high standard has in turn been due to 1.he development and perfection of 

the high-3.mplification screen grid and va.riable-?:IU. radio frequency tuoes, and 

to the more sensitive high-power output pentodes. Improver:ients in tt,"namic 

speaker d1?sign# esyf.icia.lly in the more compact :t'orrus Wi. th the sce.ller cones, 

have added great� to the tone quality. Other fac�ors t.hat contributed to the 

success of the midget set are the small size dry electrolyiic filter condensers, 

improved rectifier and voltage doubling tubes, mor� compact tuning condensers, etc. 

The circuit systems employed in midget sets have also unde rgone great 

changes as improved tubes and betiier tuning apparatus became availeble. ]'rom 

simple tuned radio frequency systems the circuits have c nanged to complex super 

he�erod.rnee with automatic volume control and universal operation of both A.O. 

'.\Ild D.C. power lines. 

THE EARLY l.1I:OGET SETS 

The earliest midget sets comprised a miscellane,us group of sma.11 A.C. 

opai:ated receivers, erude in both construction and. performance. Tney were bullt 
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of parts intended for the regular large sets, and were awkward e..nd clumsy, quite 

different from the clock-like precision found in the modern midget receiTer. 

Although they were eeriousl7 lacking in sensitivity and 1electivit7 and 

delivered a poor tone quality even for their �, they did introduce a radicall7 

new design for radio rece1Ting sets. 

'l'he introduction of the modern screen grid tubes With their greater 

amplification possibilities, created a new interest in small receiTera and it 

is then that the real midget radio set came into being. In addition, special 

parts were made available for midget construction, such as smaller shielded 

coils ,  more compact tuning condensers, power transformers, dry electrolytic 

filter condensers, etc. Some of these midget sets at first employed magnetic 

speakers, but practically all of them were soon equipped with �namic speakers, 

which were quickly produced in suitable smaller sizes. 

'l'hese midget sets were all of the tuned radio frequenc7 typ with one or 

several stages of tuned radio frequency amplification, a power detector, an 

audio power stage, and a rectifier with its associated filter and Toltage 

diTider systems. It seems that the mani;el clock type of cabine� wae adopted 

almost universally for these midget sets, for it provided a convenient arrange 

ment for the speaker in the upper part and the chassis in the lower part of the 

cabinet. Various modernistic cabinet designs were also used later on, but the 

mantel clock type remained the moat favorite. 

THE ZA.HEY'-'JILL AND ,JJ\CKSON-BELL MIDGET SETS 

One of the first auccessful midget sets placed on the nerket was the Zaney 

Gill Model 54- DBde in California. This was a 6-tube receiver housed in a small 

mantel clock type cabinet. A• ia illustrated in P'ig. l ,  the circuit emplo7s 

three stages of timed R.!'. amplification with type 24 tuoes, a power detector 

/ 
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wt th a •ne 27 tUbe • and a power ou�p,1, •'8ge wt th a t7Pe "5 tUbe. !he power 

nppq q•t•, equipped with a type 80 recUfier, 1• of •tandard 4e•1gn &D4 

construction. J. dual TOlume control unit 1• uaed, one •ectlon of which control• 

the bia1 of the lat R.J'. n.t>e and the other the antenna signal input. '.l'here ia 

nothillg UJIU.BU&l or •pecial about the circuit qataa, for 1 t 11 a straight tuned 

R.J'. arrancement; but mechanical� the aet ia quite aingul.ar on account of it• 

compact conaliruction. It  waa the f'iret attempt to build an eni;ire radio eet 

into a 8Jllall pori;able cabinet. 

Z A N [ Y - G I L L  
MOD[L 54 

Fig. 1 

The Jackson-Bell Model 63 and 64 micJ&et receiver, also made in California, 
( 

wa, released at about the aame time. It also was a 6-tul>e set with three tuned 

R.:r. stage1 and a power d.elieclior, all using type 2� tUbee, and an audio output 

stage w1 th a 45 tube� The circuit ta illustrated in Fig. 2. An important 

feature is the use of three 7-.ntd. balancing or coupling condensers in the R.:r. 

•ta&••· These must be accu,iately balanced in order that the R.:r. amplifier can 

function with maximum gain and eelectinty. The power supply also contains a 

few Tariation.s from standard practice. A special filter choke ia used in the 

plate circuit of the detector to minimize the A.O. hum. 

The Zaney-Gill and Jackson-Bell micJ&ets aet up a new style in set construction 
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t.bat received quick reception from the public, and aoon a host of other midget 

seu appeared on the markei, some engineered excellently and others not ao 

well. These midgeta ranged from 4, 5 ,  and 6-tube to 8-tlll>e sets. 

JACKSON-BELL 

110P��G.t-63-64 

Fig. 2 

Moat of the cheaper midget aete were of the 4-tube style; and alt.bo'Ogh 

the baaic circuits used in most of them were much alike, they differed onl.7 

in some minor respects SU.Ch aa the method of·volume·control, the system of 

bialing, e�. 

/ 
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A vi,ical 4-tube aiqet circuit 11 illutrated in rig. 3. !here 11 a tuned 

R.J. 11iage unall7 wiih a VP• 24 or 35 tube, a power detec"or uling either a 

in>• 24 or 27 tube, and an audio ou"pu' 1iace. At tirn the 45 tube was used 

a, an output tube; but at;er the 47 pentode wa.1 made available, it has been 

ued almo1t u:clua1Teq. In fact, the pentode wa, devel,oped to prorlde an outpui 

tube tbat operated at greater efficiency and prortded higher audio gain-two 

impor�t and de1irable tea�•• tor mi4&et set,. In the power euppl7 a small 

power tranetol'll8r 1 s used, generall7 with three 1econdary windings, a 2j-vol t 

filament secondary,. a high Toltage centel'-tapped winding for the plate supply, 

and a 5-�lt filament 1econdary for the 80 rectifier tube. In the filter 

circuit the speaker field ueual� 1ervee ae a filter choke in conjunction with 

iwo �d. electro�tic tilier �ondenaers. Vol'Ulle is controlled with a 10,000- 

ohm potentiometer connected in eerie• with a 350-ohm bias limiting resistor 

between the antenna and let R.1. cathode. This controls both the signal 

strength input and the bias on the R.F. tube, a very satisfactory method. 

SOIB VillA'l'IONS IN CIRCUIT PRAC'rIC:I IN 4-TU.BI MIDGETS 

.Uthot1gh the circui .t illustrated in :11.g. 3 might be termed standard practice, 

a number of variations will be found in different commercial midgets. In some 
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aet•, auch aa the General m.ectr1c Model !-12 (aame ae �Vicic>r Mod.el �) 

Tol,me 1• controlled nth a high reainance potentioMter acroH the antenna 

coupler pri-.17 •• 1• tlluatrate4 in :rig. 4. In other• the btae on the a.,. 

tube alone 1a ftried a, in the Seara Roebuck 4-t"al:>e m14&et illustrated in 

:rig. 5. But irreepectiTe of what qatem 1• emplo7ed and a replacement le 

·neceHa17, the control method illuetrated in J'ig. 3 can generally &l1fll1'• be 

instal.1.ed and often w1 th improTed reaulu. .Another feature ecployed in the 

G-:1 Model �12 1• a rsgeneratiTe detector with an inductiTe feed back tickler. 

!.b.i • grea tl7 1ncr•••• the eenli ti Ti ty of the receiver. The met.bod of o b1.&1n1JJC 

the biae f.or tbs outpo.t pentode alao variea in different aeta, the one ueecl in 

the 0-1 �12 b7 ueing part of t.lle drop acroae the speaker field 1a reall7 pre 

ferable to that illustrated in 7ig. 3. Som• 4-tube mid&•t• bave a tone control 

and others do not, but one can ••ilT be 1nnalled by connecting a 500,000-0hm 

variable reeietor 1n seriee w1 th a .oo& condeneer from the plate of the output 

pen.tode to ground. In the Walton• 111(\&et 1lluetrated 1n :rig. 6 tuned impedance 

coupl1� is used between the B.:r. and detector tubee, while the biaa for tba 

output pen,;ode 1• ob1ia1ned from the Toltage drop acroae a resistor in the nega- 

t1Ye ! return line. 

Sears, Roebu.ck Company's Mic.get Receiver 
Fig. 5 

In the circuit of the My Own midget illustrated in Fig. 6 the antenna. 
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coupler is of the auto-transformer type, but the rest of the system is of 

standard. design. Most midgeu using a type 47 ou�put penscde have a .Ol fixed 

condenser connected between plate and ground to prevent an over emphasis of 

the high frequencies. 

� ftl 4-7 -µ.,,'" 
i� ? � 

"MY OWN"  

R A D I O  

Fig. 6 

Diagram or' the lfaltone Receiver 

Fig. 7 

The 5-t\lbe midgets comprise probably .the largest group of midget receivers • 

.Al tr.ough macy circuit variations will be found among the early sets. the basic 

circuit employed in practically all includes two stages of tuned R.!'. amplifica 

tion using type 24 or 35 screen grid tubes, a power detector with either a 27 or 

24 tube, and an audio output stage equipped witn either a type 45 or 47 power 

tube. Some sets use two power tubes in push-pull to obtain a greater power 
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cnitput and aleo to increase the n'Ulllber of tube•• but e19entially thq are 

5-tube circuit,. The power 9t1pply and tilter 91'atems are Dll.Ch like those of 

the 4-tube Hta. except that the power transformer must be larger eo as to be 

able to proT14e tor the additional tube. Mechanically the con1truction 1• alao 

1imilar to that ot the 4-tube sets. 

The two point, in favor of the 5-tube midget, are their higher aenaitivit7 

and improved tuning 1electivit7. Little th00&ht was given to 1ensitiTity in 

the early mid&etJ1et11  but aa the technique improved in building the 1ets. 

aensiti vi ties ranging from 20 to 50 microvolts were developed in them. Better 

apeakera were also made available. with the results that soon the midget 1ete 

became quite easy to listen to • .1tter all. a midget is merely an undersized 

radio aet, and in view of the rapid advances that were made in the radio art, 

m1<18et construction also improved with most of the later developments incorporated 

in them. 

.l QYIEI OF SOME cow.amc1..u. 5-'l'Qi,E MIOOETS 

SO>'E/'PITK L).v'IGRAH 

OF 

�A,liVO/V-Je. 

Fig. 8 

A large number of 5-tube midgets have been developed and placed on the 

market, each displaying certain circuit features and yet all built around the 

same basic circuit. The Clarion Model 40 5-tube midget illustrated in Fig. 9, 
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micht probabl7 be conddered a• a '7pical or standard circuit. It 1• a •traicht 

tuned R.Y • .,-atem with a power detector and re•i•tance coupled outpui •tac• 

equipped •1th a type 47 pentode. The bia• for the output tUbe h obtained b7 

means of a re•i•tor in the negative B return line. Volume 11 controlled b7 

Tarying the cathode bias on the two R.J'. tubes. The apeaker field eervea a• 

a 1econd filter choke in the negative B l i n e .  

The Clarion Jr. illustrated in �ig. 8 reall7 preceded the model 4o. The 

circuit arrangement iB very aimilar except that type 24 tubea a+e used in the 

B.J. •tagea and two type 45 tubes in push-pull in the output stage. Although 

6 tubee are ueed, it ia baaicall7 a 5-tube eystem. 

The U.S. Badio & Television Model 26 illustrated in Fig. 10 employs type 

24 tubes in the R.1. and detector stages and a type 45 in the outpu t. Volume 

is controlled by varying both the signal input and the bias on tlle two R.1'. 

IUbea. Model 26P illustrated in Fig. 11 is very similar, except that a type 

47 pentode is used in the output stage. In both of these models some service 

trouble has been experienced with the bypass condensers, all of which are 
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mounted in one can. Model 27 illustrated in Fig. 12 is similar to Model 26 

except for the indicated cbanges. 

Fig. 10 

JaO OHMS 
I, 

'-26<>0 
OHMS 

11ov. 
1'.C 

U.S .  Radio & Television Corp. 

Fig. 1 1  

FILAMENT 

• 
SCREEN· 

Pl.ATE. GRID 

CONTRO\..- 

GRIO 

Gi:t£EN 

Model 26P 
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The Steinhe Model 427 illustrated in Fig. 13 follows customary circuit 

p rac t I ce , except tha.t a plate coupling cnoke i s  used in the detector sta;�e to 

i:lelp in reducing the A.C.  hum. Bie.s for tht> output pantode is  ootained by 

employing part of the drop across the speaker field. The 1.-'u.sic Master Petl te 

illustrated in Fig. l� also followe. standard pract Lce , except that in the output 

stage t�o type 47 pentodes are used connec�ed in parallel. The epee.ker field 

has a resi s tance of 1000 ohms. Phono jacks are provided, out during normal 

radi? operation t11ese are snorted thr:::rugh a jumper. Vlnen a pick-up is  to be 

used , tne jumper ie  reuoved , and the pt ck-up ie  connec cea across t ne grid 

circuit of the tube in parallel with a 100,0�brn resistor .  Television jac1rs 

art? provided, should an oppo r cum r.y to use t11em ever c oma, A spec te I 2-�Y'Jl t 

second!lry winding i s  also emplo�ed on the transformer for the filaments of the 

47 pent?des, the bias for tnese tuoes oeing obtained by means of a resistor 

connec ted oetween t he center tap on t11e filament winding and ground. 

3500 / 0 0  
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Fig. 14 

The Colonial V.ode1 3b midget illustratod in Fig. 15, presents a number of 

intere�tir.g features. It  is  a basic 5-tube circuit with a pair of 45•s in 

push-pull in the output staga, a center-tapped choke being used to couple these 

tUbes to the output of the 24 detector tube. The prima?J' coils of the R.F. 

tranefor:uers shift around as the dial is rotated. This changes the degree of 

coupling between tne primary and secondary coils at different frequencies, so 

that a uniform response is bad over the entire range. 

J 
20.000 

°"� 
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f I 

\ u!ooo 
I �  
IOQOOO 

OHMS 

/ 
(7 

CHASSIS 

U, ?00M'4F 
(5, 'JOC)MMF 
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C?. 0.2·MF 
ca. , ....  

3SO 
Ot4MS - . .....  

6:-'·ANT.f • -1- .. .. ..  -  ..  -  -:-- -1- .. - - - ... -;-·1 Z50...,. t0,000 
" :  j 'N  :  : '24  :  :  \ °" :-S  

'  I  f'-rl�:--f�')--:,'""'rtt---,,---T"'1,--, �.--;;,-, 

OOLONIAL RADIO CORP. Model 36 

Fig. 15 
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UIOOE11 SETS OF IDIB:Ho-.'Hf WJ(F.S 

� large number of other 5-tube midgets were placed on the market by a host 

of large and small rnanufacturers and are still in abundant use,  but they are 

all designed and built along the same �eneral lines as the sets just described. 

l,any of these sets were sold through departnent stores and uail order houses 

under private brand names, and the manufacturer i s  unlmown. For these sets it  

-is often difficult to obtain service information and data.; and  when such an 

occasion arises,  all t1�1t can be done is to refer to some of the more or less 

standard hook-ups described and illustrated here, select the system that 

seems to fit the unknown receiver most closely, and apply the known circuit 

constants. In nearly eve'I7 case they will work out properly. 

SUPERF.ETERODY1TE l,lIDGET R.1;;CEIVERS 

After the introduction of the single-dial superheterodyne circuit, a new 

series of midget receivers appeared, for designs were quickly developed adapting 

the advantages of the superheterodyne to midget construction .  Rapid progress 

was also ma.de in obtail'):ing improved performance in tbese midget supers, in the 

nature of better selectivity and higher sensitivity. New circuit combinations 

were devised and special purpose tubes developed for these new circuits .  The 

chief aim, of course, was to decrease the number of tubes required witnout 

ma.king aey sacrifices in slgnnl gain ,  etc .  .A.s a result of all this engineering 

development work, a group of hiGhlY efficient midget sets was produced, some 

of which vied in perfonna.nce with many large sets. 

Most of the early midget supers employed a basic 7-tube circuit of the 

following order: a preliminary radio f'r equency stage with a type 21� or 35 tube, 

a local oscillator with a type 27 tube, a 1st det .ector usin1::-; a t"pe 21� tube, an 

intermediate frequency sta�e with a type 24 or 35 tube, a 2nd detector (of the 
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grid biae type) generall.¥ amployin& a 24 tube, an audio output 1tage with either 

a 45 or 47 tut>e, and a power rectifier with a type 80 tUbe. .A. few circuit• 

emplo;yed a pu1b-pu.1l output atage, thereby increalin& the number of tu.bee to s. 

In .the following aection are described a numoer of ea.rl;y euperhetero�e 

mid&et recei vera. .A very large number of tbeae set1 were 1old, for the7 

quickl;y became ver;y popular, and many are atill in active use and will bob up 

at. frequent intenale for eernce and repa1ra. It ie for that reaaon that the;y 

are taken up here. It ie well worth while to go over theae circuit• very 

carefully, for often the1e older aets cause more service trouble• than many of 

the newer more modern eeta • 

.A number of early superhetero�ne midget 1eta are illustrated in the 

accompan_ving circu1 t diagrams. fig. 16 11 the Sentinel Model 108A. made by tbe 

former Sentinel :Radio Corporation of Chicago, Ill. 'l'hi1 it will be 1een ia a 

atraight 7•tube superheterodyne a;yatam, 6-tube1 and rectifier. The oacillator 

is coupled to the let detector through a .Ol-mfd. condenser. The circuit 1• 

a1milar to that of lihe Model 108, except that the latter baa a type 45 tllbe in 

the outpu1. etage and enployed a magnetic 1peak:er. Model 109 1• aleo very 

a1milar but employed two type 47 pentodea in the output etage and a �ic 

.. 

Uati.S 4lr Char1•r Corporatloa 
Uod.•l 10!& 

L&BIOD 44 

Fig. 16 
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9P-.ker. 

The lchophone Model 60 illustrated i n  J'ig. 17 1• aleo an early Sllper- 

heiero�ne mid&ei. The circui, 1• a etraight 11Uperbeterod1'ne eyetem with the 

oecillator electro-magnetical� coupled to the let detector, the latter being 

preceded by a preliminary R.r. etage. .A. type 47 pentode 1• ueed in the output 

•tag•. Mode le 80 and 90 are alao Dill.Ch like the circuit illustrated in J'ig. 17, 

but emplo7 two type 47 pentodee in puab.-pull in the output etage. The tone 

control conaiete of a 20,0C>O-.>bm 'TB.riable reaiator in aerie• with a .()5-mtd. 

tb:ed condeneer. 

"""' 
Superheterodyne 

Fig. 17 

MODEL 88 
IMPROVED 

- Fig. 18 
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The Jackson-Bell Model gg illustrated in Fig. 18 emplo7a a similar atraigh� 

superheteroeyne &y"stem except that it baa two tn>• 27 tubes in the second 

detector etage, the tirat aa a detector-rectifier and the second a1 a detector- 

amplifier. The system is eimilar to that ueed when autollBtic Tolume control 

11 emplo7ed, but the latter .waa unknown ot &t that time. The saae compaey also 

marketed a DWllber of other superbeterodyne midgeta tllat had circuit arrange- 

ments limilar to that of the Model 88 ilJ.ustrated here. Model 89 has two 

intennediate frequency amplifier •�gea. 

!he General Motors Badio Corporation Model 211 illustrated in Jig. 19 ia 

likniae one of the early auperheteroeyne midgeu. A type 24 tUbe is used as 

lat detec1;or and is coupled to the oscillator, a type 27 tube, through a pick- 

up coil in the cathode return lead. Volume is controlled by a variable resistor 

tl:at regulate& both the antenna input and the bias on the intermediate frequency 

amplifier, a type 35 variable-mu. screen grid tube. A tn>e 24 tube is used as 

,.-. 2nd detector and is resietance coupled to a type 47 output pentode. The power 

aupp� is of standard design and employs the speaker field as a filter choke • 

� 
GENERAL MOTORS RADIO CORP 

MODEL 2 1 1  

LeHOn 44 

Fig. 19 
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In J'ig. 20 ia illuavatecl ·the circuit of the Moclel 52 radio rece1Ter 

arltete4 b7 the foraer Colin J. Xenn� Corporation. fhia ia a 7-tllbe auper 

heterod;yne mid,;et and baa a prelimina1"7 R.r. •tac• ah•d of the detector. A. 

tn>• 27 tube ia uaed aa oacillator and 1• ccrapled to the tn,e 24 lat detector 

ihro"Ugh a pick-up coil in the cathOde return lead. '?he Tol"WDe control 1e dllal 

acttnc and regulate• the antenna input at the same time that it •rie1 the b1&1 

on the R.r. and I.r. amplifier tub••· A. tn,e 27 tube 1e uaed in the 2nd detector 

•tac• and 1• re1iatanc• coupled to a type 47 output pentode. 

q•t• 111 of quite standard delign. 

InnlEur 

Model 52 

The power muppl7 

- 

Fig. 20 

The -al9e"M fi Te midt;et euperheteroc!Jn•• ._. taken up in condderable detail, 

for the;y are rather typical of thiB type of receiver and can be considered as 

atandards for refere�ce and compariaon purpo&e1. 'fhe n an  UJllcnown 1et of this 

lcind comes to hand for service and repair• and specific data ie not available 

covering it ,  invariably the circuit can be rearranged sufficiently if necessa1"7 

to apply aome of the constant• emplo7ed in Jig. 16 to 20. 
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SIMPLinlJ). SUPIRHETERQPDII COfflrl'RUQ!IOB 

Seven tube, were entire� too DBJ31' and too cumber,ome for midget ,et 

eon1trucUon, and change, were soon 1ought to eimplit,' work bT reducin& th11 

mmiber. The first 1tep wae to eliminate the prel1mina17 radio frequency 1tage 

and mere� precede the let detector by some form of doubl.¥ tuned pre-selector 

to produce rea,onable eeleet1v1t)r. This reduced the number of tubes to 6. 

!he next step waa to combine the let detector and 01cillator into a eom 

poeite stage and cause a single tube to serve the two-fold purpose of oscil 

lator and muer. Thia reduced the number of tubes to 5 ,  which appear• to be 

the practical limit, for with less tubes proper circuit operation ie not to 

be l:Bd. The autoeyne principle was the first to be adopted and was employed in 

the Clarion Model 320 receiver.  

The circuit employed in the Clarion Model 320 1a illustrated in Fig. 21, 

and it is the lat detector-oscillator stage that is of interest here. A type 

57 tube 11 used. In the plate circuit is  the pr�:ary of the intermediate 

frequency transformer tuned to 175 kc . ,  and also a feed back coil that ia 

inductively coupled to the oscillator tank circuit, the latter always being 

tuned 175 kc. higher than the frequency of the incoming signal. This oscillator 

frequency is impressed on to the grid circuit of the tube through the lower· 

section of the oscillator coil which at the same time serves as a cathode 

coupling coil. 

Current flowing in the plate circuit of the tube induces oscillations in 

the tank circuit at the oscillator frequency. These oscillations are then 

picked up ·by the ca t node coil,  and in the grid circuit they combine with the 

incoming signal and form a beat frequency signal that is amplified in the tube 

and relayed on to the plate circuit. Two frequencies are thus operative 
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in the plate circuit, but the transformer prllary is responsive only to the one 

frequency to which it is tuned, that is ,  the intermediate frequency for which 

the set was designed. In some circuits a separate coil is used for the cathode 

pick-up and in others the plate feedback coil is  merely a section of the ma.in 

tank coil ,  but the general operating principle in all is the same. 

osc reoa-s» l.r.·.58 Z�NT·.ST pz-47 

·OS"IW'D. 

Belmont Radio Corporation 
Series 50C 

Fig. 22 

Fig. 21 

Clarion Model 330 

2&0 

The Belmont Radio Corporation Model 50C is  a similar 5-tube superheterodyne 

midget. _The circuit arrangement is  illustrated in Fig. 22. An independent or 
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floating tank coil _is used, a section of which alfo tonne the cathode pick-up 
coil. It  receives ita impulses from a feedback coil in the plate circuit. 
There is also a eme.11 tickler coil tbat reinforces the signals in the input 
grid circuit and thus introduces su:fficient regeneration to improve the sensi- 
tivity of the set. 

The Bosch Model 305-.A. receiver, as is illustrated in Fig. 23,  also has a 
similar circuit arrangement. 'l'he operation of the composite lat detector- 
oscillator stage is ve1"7 much like that of the two circuits discussed previously. 

i These three receivers are typical of this particular circuit arrangement; and 
although minor variations II&Y be found in some sets that come to hand, the 

method of operation of each is alike. 

lltl 

Boech Mod.el 305-4. 

Fig. 23 

FURTHER Dm�TOR-OSCILLA.TOR DEVELOPUJ!lJTS 

When che circuit possibilities were more fully realized of the type 57 and 
58 R .F. pentode tubes with their three separate grid terminal connections, 

another detector oscillator system was developed that really proved quite 
satisfactory and was especially well adapted for midget superheterodyne receiver 
construction. In the new system the oscillator tank coil is  connected into the 
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suppressor grid line and inductively coupled to the plate circuit for feedback. 

The incoming signal as usual is impressed on the control grid. The electrons 

travelliDg from the cathode to the plate are thlls twice or doubly modulated, 

and the signal reappears in the plate circuit at the required intermediate 

frequency. This system with the oscillator tank coil in the suppressor grid 

circuit was used in a larhe number of midget receivers, among them the Majestic 

Model 370 and the Fordson Model 6T. 

The Majestic Model 370 is illustrated in Fig. 24. The entire circuit is 

quite standard in arrangement, except that the composite 1st detector-oscillator 

system is of interest here. ·The oscillator tank coil ,  it can be seen, is  

connected into the suppressor grid circuit and is tuned by one section of a 

2-gang condenser. In the plate circuit in series with the I.F. transformer 

primary is the feedback coil for sustaining oscillations. The incoming signal 

ia impressed on the control grid. The elactron stream between the cathode and 

plate is thus doubly modulated, and the sign.al appears in the plate circuit 

at the desired intermediate frequency to which the primary of the I .F .  trans 

former is tuned. The remainder of the circuit is of customary design • 

... 

cs 

MAJUTIC MODEL 370 

Fig. 24 
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!he Fordeon Model 6! illuatrated in :11.g. 25 uaee a 81m1lar compoeite let 

detector-oecill&tor except that the tube ie of the 58 type. fhe oecillator 

tank coil 1e in the euppreaeor grid circuit and 1e tuned b7 one .ection of a 

2-png condeneer. The feedback coil for euatain1� oecillations ie  in tbl plate 

circuit in aeries with the primary of the I.1. transformer. A type 58 tube ia 

uaed aa I.J'. amplifier, and in the 2nd detector etage a type 55 double-diode 

triode, the triode section functioning ae a lat audio stage. Two type 59 tube• 

connected as pentodea are used in the output etage. The power supply 11 of 

standard deeign. 

Fordson Radio V!g. Corporat1011 

Goldentone Model 6T 

Fig. 25 

THE PENTAGRID CONVERTER AS lST DETlOOTOR-OSCILLA.TOR 

.ilthough gradually improved performance was obtained with the composite lat 

detector-oscillator systems described above and at the eame time the number of 

tubes was reduced, still there was a further desire for more intensive modula- 

tion and greater conversion gain, that is ,  more signal amplification while the 

frequency is converted, and also the ability to control this conversion gain 

through variation of the grid bias of the tube. 

The problem was solved through the development and introduction of the 
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pentagrid converter, a special 5-grid frequency converting tube carrying the 

trade numbers 2.A.7 and 6A7, and U.6 and 106 for 2-vol t battery operation. The 

elements within this tube can be divided into two groups. The first group 

operates as a triode oscillator and includes the cathode and the first two 

grids, called respectively the oscillator grid and anode grid. It acts like a 

virtual cathode that emits a pulsating stream of electrons, the pulsations 

occurring at the frequency to which the oscillator coil system is tuned. 

The other section is  the converter group and comprises the remaining three 

grids in conjunction with the plate and cathode. The incoming signal is im 

pressed on grid r/14, the control grid. Grid #3 and #5 are tied together internally 

and are brought out to a coillUlon connection. They carry a positive potential 

and serve as a screen grid, just as in the familiar screen grid tube, to reduce 

the internal tub_e capacity and increase the amplification. The incoming signal 

voltage thus further modulates the already pulsating stream of electrons, and 

in this nanner produces the hetero�ne or intermediate frequency. Since the 

electron stream is the only means of coupling between the oscillator and 

converter sections , the system is commonly referred to as electron coupling. 

The advantages of this new composite tube are fvur in number: the tube 

forms a stable oscillator system, effective signal modulation is obtained, it 

yields a high amplification gain during the conversion process, and lastly it 

permits control of this gain through variation of the grid bias on the tube. 

With the use of this tube an effective 5-tube midget can be designed, either of 

the straight A.O. operated type or of the universal A.C.-D.C. type. Practically 

all lllOdern midget sets of the better grade employ this tube and generally 1:Eve 

the following circuit arrangement: a type 2.A.7 or 6.A.7 tube as 1st detector 

oscillator, a type 58, 78 or 6D6 as I.1. amplifier, a duo diode of the 85 or 75 
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type a• 2nd detector and lat audio, and a type 42 or 43 pentode in the outpu.t 

•ta&e· In the .l.C.  operated receiver• a type 80 rectifier is coranon Iy used and 

in the .l.C.-D.C. receivers either a type 12Z3 or 25Z5 rectifier. 

Modifications of these arrangements •111 be found in some midgets, for 

example: a type 6'1"7 tube 1• •oruetimea used as a compoai te or dual purpose tube 

in the I.1.  and lat or 2nd detector etages, a type 76 or 2137 tube is used as 

2nd detector, and a type 59 in the output stage. However, unless the circuit 

arrangement of a receiver of unknown make is radically different from those 

shown in the following illust'l"&tions, the circuit constants given can generally 

be applied to good advantage. Of course , con:mon sense and good j�ent must 

be exercised in every case, but in similar circuit set-ups similar values of 

resistors and condensers are generally always applicable. 1'he function or use 

of a condenser and its location in the circuit determine, respectively, its 

size and voltage rating. Similarly with a resistor, its duty and the nature of 

the circuit into which it is connected determine its resistance value and 

wattage rating. 

TEE UNIVERSAL A,01-D,c, MIDGETS 

The universal A.C.-D.C. midgets comprise a large group of electrically 

operated receivers, the distinguishing feature of which is that they can be 

·operated from both alternating current and direct current 110-volt electric 

power lines. This universal A�C.-D.C.  operation is r:iade possible through the 

use of a half-wave rectifier tube connected into one side of the power line. 

On alternating current lines this rectifier furnishes direct current power to 

the plate and screen circuits of the operating tubes in the radio receiver, 

while on direct current operation the tube merely floats on the line like a 

low value series resistor. During D .C .  operation the receiver mu.st be connected 
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to the line so that the positive side leads to the plate of the rectifier tube. 

The filaments of the tubes in these A.C.-D.C. midgets are connected in 

series together with a resistor of suitable value to reduce the line voltage to 

the value needed by the group of tubes thus connected in series. In the earlier 

universal midget sets this series filament resiAtor was mounted on the chassis 

with the rest of the component units,  but in the later sets it was built into 

the wire cord that connects the receiver to the electric light outlet. Here 

the heat is more easily dissipated and also the set cabinet does not become so 

hot. 

�oth tuned radio frequency and superheterodyne circuits are used in these 

A.C .-D.c .  mi<ltgets. The earlier sets used four tubes, a tuned radio frequency 

stage, detector and audio outp1.1t stage, and a half-wave rectifier. Ie.ter on 

the number of tubes was increased to five by adding another R.F. stage. When 

the single-dial SUperheterodyne system was ma.de available it was quickly 

adapted for use in these universal midgets; and as the newer R.F. pentodes and 

dual po.rpose double diode detector tubes as well as the pents.grid converter 

tube came into use, these also were readily adopted for use in the A.C.- D.c. 

sets. As a result of these various circuit developments and tube adaptations, 

the A.C.-D.C. midget bas been engineered to a very high degree of sensitivity 

and selectivity. The modern universal midget receiver, in its most connon 

form, employs a 5-tube superheteroeyne circuit of the following order: a 

composite 1st detector-oscillator, an intermediate frequency amplifier stage, 

a 2nd detector, an audio output stage, and a half-wave rectifier. The various 

circuits � differ somewhat in the type of tubes used in each stage and the 

volume control �stems used, etc. ,  but the general circuit arrangeoent is as 

described. 
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HUM PROBLEMS IN 4,c,-D,c. RECEIVERS 

Hwn in universal A.C.-D.C.  receivers i s  generally one of two kinds: one 

/">, which is present when no signal is being received, and that which appears with 

an impressed aignal. The principal sources of hum when no signal is being 

received are: 

l .  thbalanced in power BUppl.y to set 

2.  Insufficient filtering 

3. Heater to cathode leakage 

4. Inadequate bypassing of cathode resistors 

5. Incorrect cathode resistor in detector-oscillator system 

6. Coupling from oscillator to input of 2nd detector 

The two chief causes of hum appearing with a tuned in signal a.re: 

l .  Reradiation from the rectifier 

2. Overloading input stage with strong signal 

Hum caused by unbalance of the power line IDEcy be checked by reversing the 

line plug. If aJ:\Y differenc� in hum is noted, this indicates an unbalanced 

condition. This can usually be cured by employing a dual condenser, of about 

0.1 mfd. for each section, between each side of the line and the chassis. 

Insufficient filtering is one of the most frequent sources of hum because 

of the limited space which can be used for filters. If a 12Z3 rectifier is 

employed the value of inductance or capacities should be increased if possible. 

If a 25Z5 is used as a half-wave rectifier with both cathodes in parallel, 

some improvement may be noted by separating the field of the speaker from tb.e 

rest of the filter system. Under this condition one cathode supplies speax:er 

excitation while the other supplies plate voltage for the tubes in the circuit • 

.!n advantage of this syster.1 is that t!le exc rta tion and pla. te voltage ma.y be 
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adjusted Lndependent Iy by changing values of filter condensers. 

Reduc t i on in hum may also be effecteci ·oy 1118.king certain that the tubes 

rao s t subject to hum have thsir heaters connected into the voltage supply in 

such a way as to be nearest the ne6ative plate-supply terminal. Usc1ally it 

will  be found thnt the best ar-rangeiaen t i s  the following, starting from the 

negative p La t e-s supp Ly .. lead: 2nd. detector,  G.etector oscillntor,  output tube, 

to be followed by the rer.:�inint; tubes. T'ne ser-i es r e s I s t o r usually should be 

connecteQ to t�e side of the line feeding the rectifier plate or plates,  fol 

loweJ by the rectifier heater. 

Eypassir.� the catI'-ode resistors of both the second detector and output 

tube with large capacity low voltage eLec t r o Iy t Ic condensers will aid in 

r educ i n.; the hum. 

t!.an,y de t ec t o r oscillator circuits operate the detector-oscillator tube 

wit:h a relativel;r low bias resistor in the cathode circuit (5000-oluns or less ) .  

·.;.'r:i!'l condition  often leads to bad hum conditions since the peak oscillator 

volte<i"e on the grid of this tube i s  considerably hicher than the grid bias, 

caus i n.; Grid current to flow during part of each cycle.  Besides introducing 

1:UL-. tniH gives rise to poor selectivity and gain. I t  may be necessary to 

r eadjus t the coup Ld ng in order to employ a resistance of the proper value 

( 10 ,000-oms) .  

Usually hum which i s  present only on tunin6 in a si6"l'lB.l is called "modula 

tion hum". If the Lnc orri.ng power line bas not been filtered the signal � be 

fed into the rectifier tube ,  where it is modulated with the rectified hum 

voltage and them re!'adia'Ced or carried to the antenna or input system of the 

receiver. A filter as mentionec above will correct this condition. 

i'fhen lar6e signels are applied to the receiver the grid of the input tube 

raay be driven positive during part of the grid cycle. The remedy for hum 
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arisiI;,[.: fron this' source i s  to insert sufficient attenuation ·oetween the in�ut 

system and the input of the first tube. 

SEHVIC:S PPOBLI'J.1S IN i.:IDGi::':' SETS 

lilidget s e t s , of course, are subject to thf' san.e general ills  tl.£:t the 

larger types of radio receivers are;  but rm acc oun t of the c01.:_.c·.ct con s t.ruc t.t on 

in mid set sets and the. ri :id econ or�· observed ·o:: son.e r.·,ELm;.fo.c tur cr s to r cduc e 

the price to a mi ntraun, certain mi suaps are i.or e c or.ui.o n t1:ar. others .  i..ccc:rc.in0:l�·. 

if  service ins�ection in a defective midget is  directed first to ttose pl�cetl 

where experience has si:own trouble uo s t f'r'equen t.Iy occurs ,  zruc h va Luab Le tine 

and effort can be saved. 

�ifuen a midget set i s  brout;ht in for repairs and a test of the tubes reveals 

that the trouble does not lie there ,  the chassis should be removed from the 

cabinet and a thorough surface Lnspec t.t on na.de , This Lnc Lude s the following: 

clean the tuning condenser and make sure that the plates do not scrape in any 

position,  see tba.t all shielding cans and grid caps are riGid ana tight and 

thnt all tubes are snug in their sockets,  also that the volume control and tone 

control if one i s  used are funtened tight to the chassis,  that the antenna 

chord is  not broken, that all set-screws and rivets are drawn tiGht, and that 

there are no loose elements of any kind. 

If such a surface inspection of the chassis reveals everything correct ,  a 

further examt na t Lon of the inner circuit c omporien t s nus t be made , First check 

every soldered joint to see that good electrical contact exists at each and 

that there are no hit;h resistance ,  cold or rosin joints .  TLen chec.; all the 

bypass condensers beginning with the. detector-to-audio cou�1lillf: condenser which 

generally breaks down first .  Continue \-71 th the screen grid t o  e;round bypass 

condenser and t:·:en the grid to cathode return condenser ,  and lastl�- all cathode 
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resistor bypass condensers. Wherever the least doubt exists about the condition 

of a. condenser, replace it with a nev one, for the low cost of a. condenser does. 

not 'Warrant spencing an extra hour or two checking the rest of the circuit when 

the analysis will only lead back to the original suspicious unit. Lastly check 

the filter condensers for puncture or short circuit. 

After the condensers have all been checked or replaced and the set still 

fails to function, the resistors should be tested. The screen grid series re 

sistor seems to be most likely to cause trouble and should be checked first. 

Then proceed with the other resistors. It is best to make these resistor and 

condenser tests after the set has been in operation for twenty minutes or so in 

order that all units have had ample time to heat up, f0r oftentimes a condenser 

or resistor will test good when cold but will change its value or open up en 

tirely 'When heated to a working temperature. Generally such a condenser and re 

sistor check-up 'Will disclose the seat of the trouble. However, if the trouble 

does lie elsewhere, then a further inspection must be made of the other com 

ponent units such as the coils, trimmer condensers, series filament resistor, 

etc. 
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